Ibiza’s Unique Destination Points
Ibiza is the mirror of the Hispanic society. Its striving economy attracts people from all over Spain and
Latin America. In Ibiza the main language stays Spanish with all its different accents: Andalusian, Northern
Spanish and the different Latin American accents.
Ibiza is maybe the most beautiful island in the Mediterranean. It offers 54 of the most beautiful beaches
within 15-20 minutes travel time. Small empty beaches, long white beaches with many people and relaxed
beach bars and hidden bays you can discover day by day.
Its longest extension is 34km and the island in total has 132.000 inhabitants. This number triples in July and
August. Ibiza Town has 50.000 inhabitants. Ibiza is a rural place with mainly small villages.
The world famous nightlife is located outside Ibiza Town on a beach called Playa d’en Bossa, during the
summer months in San Antonio and the biggest clubs are some 7 km outside Ibiza Town in the countryside in
order to guarantee a low noise level in the city. By this Ibiza Town maintains its unique Mediterranean and
mainly Spanish atmosphere within the city and its beautiful port.

Ibiza at a glance
The island of beaches and nature
- Island of the mildest climate in the Mediterranean (not too hot in the summer, not too cold in the winter)
- turquoise, crystalline ,clean water and sandy beaches
- 54 official beaches of any type within 15-20 minutes travel time and many more you can discover
- Spectacular diving spots preserved by activists like Jaques Cousteau and the National Geographic Society
- Dozens of hiking and biking routes for all year round sports activities

The island with a great lifestyle
- Relaxed and laidback lifestyle spending a lot of time outside and on the beach
- Lunch in beach bars
- Dinner at tapas bars or restaurants with friends in the evening
- Open minded and active people who enjoy good music, good people and superb food
- Highly awarded gastronomy for the gourmets

The island of Music

- World Capital of Electronic Music with the most important DJs, producers and clubs of the music scene
- Ibiza International Electronic Music Summit
- Life music (Spanish pop music, Flamenco, Latin music and Rock, Blues and Soul in many bars)

The island of History and Culture
- UNESCO World Heritage: historic centre of Ibiza Town, Dalt Vila, Phoenician excavation sites
and sea grass fields
- Arabic history as a member of the Caliphate of Córdoba
- Largest Phoenician/ Cartagan excavation site in Europe with thousands of tombs and chambers
- Museum of Arabic history “Medina Yabisa”
- Museum of Archeology
- Museum of Phoenician burial traditions “Necropolis”
- Museum of Contemporary Art

The island of activities for all ages
- Great night life for ages 18-24, 25-49 and 50+
- Watersports like diving, standup paddle, kayaking and also biking and hiking
- Stroll through the cities and visits of villages in the countryside
- wine tastings and tapas nights

The island which is easy to access
- Direct flights from
- Germany (major cities)
- UK (major cities)
- Netherlands (major cities)
- Italy (major cities)
- France (major cities)
- Russia (Moscow)
- Spain (major cities)
- Ferrys from:
- Barcelona
- Denia
- Valencia
- Mallorca

The island with a high Quality Language School
- The only independent language school in the Balearic Islands
accredited by Instituto Cervantes
- 9 classrooms in new facilities, renovated in 2012
- Professional teaching and proven methodology
- Welcoming family atmosphere and affordable accommodation

The safe island
- no problematic areas like in big cities, hence extremely low crime rate
- very strict door policy at clubs: no minors, no drunks
- locals know the language school, students can turn to police and passengers at any time

